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Abstract— A Home Energy Management (HEM) system plays a crucial role in realizing residential Demand
Response programs in the smart grid environment. It provides a homeowner the ability to automatically perform
smart load controls based on utility signals, customers preference and load priority. The HEMs communication time
delay to perform load control is analyzed, along with its residual energy consumption. The main aim is to design how
each load performs when being controlled by the HEM unit and measure electrical measurements for the different
loads. Demand response (DR) is defined as changes in electricity use by demand-side resources from their normal
consumption patterns in response to changes in the price of electricity. HEM system comprises an HEM unit that
provides monitoring and control functionalities for a homeowner, and load controllers that gather electrical
consumption data from selected appliances and perform local control based on command signals from the HEM
system. A gateway, such as a smart meter, can be used to provide an interface between a utility and the data base for
the electrical consumption is maintained
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I. INTRODUCTION
The worlds growing population and a growing global thirst for energy stands to escalate the situation,
culminating in a perfect storm of economic, social and environmental pressures on scarce energy resources. In nearly
every country, researchers expect existing energy production capabilities will fail to meet future demand without new
sources of energy, including new power plant construction. However, these supply side solutions ignore another
attractive alternative which is to slow down or decrease energy consumption through the use of technology to
dramatically increase energy efficiency [1].
Traditionally in many parts of the world, there is a persistent problem of inefficient use of electric power
generation and transmission assets. For example, in the Dominion Virginia Powers service area, roughly 20 percent of
generation assets are used 5 percent of the time. This problem has partially been tackled by demand response at customer
premises to get a finer control of the available resources. In order to realize the proposed DR feature, it is necessary to
deploy a fully automated DR solution, or auto-DR which can be made possible through the use of a Home Energy
Management (HEM) system.
Today, interests in HEM systems have grown significantly. Various HEM systems are designed based on
different communication schemes, such as ZigBee and power-line carrier. HEM system that can display energy usage
information of individual appliances is proposed. Further an in-home energy management (iHEM) system to reduce
energy expenses and peak loads is proposed. Scheduling and controlling in-home appliances to provide economic
advantages for residential energy management is also focused. There is yet another implementation of an HEM system
that can manage power-intensive loads to limit the household peak demand, while taking into account homeowners load
priority and comfort preference.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
Traditionally in the US and in many parts of the world there is a persistent problem of inefficient use of electric
power generation and transmission assets .For example in the Dominion Virginia Power’s service area, roughly 20
percent of generation assets are used 5 percent of the time. This problem has partially been tackled by demand side
management, which was introduced in early 1980s. With the introduction of smart grid, it is now possible to perform
demand response at customer premises to get a finer control of available resources [2].
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Existing system
The earlier system comprised of demand response (DR) which is defined as ―changes in electricity use by
demand-side resources from their normal consumption patterns in response to changes in the price of electricity, or to
incentive payments designed to induce lower electricity use at times of high wholesale market prices or when system
reliability is jeopardized.
Proposed method
HEM system comprises an HEM unit that provides monitoring and control functionalities for a homeowner, and
load controllers that gather electrical consumption data from selected appliances and perform local control based on
command signals from the HEM system. A gateway, such as a smart meter, can be used to provide an interface between
a utility and the data base for the electrical consumption is also maintained through internet.
Smart Home Energy Management Systems based on ZigBee
Smart energy management will require changes not only in the way energy is supplied, but in the way it is used,
and reducing the amount of energy required to deliver various goods or services is essential. The smart energy market
requires two types of ZigBee networks for device control and energy management. These include neighbourhood area
networks for energy, using ZigBee for sub energy within a home or apartment, and using ZigBee to communicate to
devices within the home. Recently, progress in personal home network device designs and wireless sensor network
enables the Ubiquitous Computing environment. It is to become a reality. This model certifies to provide adaptive
information and services to users anywhere anytime using different devices. ZigBee network model services have been
proposed in different domains of our everyday life such as in homes, offices, streets, building and school. The wireless
sensor network in the home area can be distributed in different various services throughout our daily lives. Developing
assassin applications model and services for ubiquitous home network will confer important business value. A number of
projects and research have developed ubiquitous home network models. Compared to traditional home networks, the inprogress ubiquitous home network collects user activity awareness, as well as physical sensing information in the home
environment, to support more smart and well-being home services. It has the essential to easy control consumer home
network services used in livelihood. Eventually, users will experience the convenience of performing ordinary life styles
and increased satisfaction offered by adaptive home services [3].
Residential energy management
There are several projects that recently focus on residential energy management. SMART-A project
investigates the use of smart appliances for energy management. User acceptance surveys and market research have been
established in the project, discusses delaying the cycle of an appliance according to the local power generation (wind
power) capacity of the house where demand delaying has also been pronounced in. However, these works do not
consider TOU-awareness. TOU-aware appliance coordination with micro-FIT has been proposed in. In this scheme, an
appliance communicates with a central energy manager when the consumer wants to start the appliance. The energy
manager is able to get recent TOU information by communicating with the smart meter. The appliance does not
communicate with the smart meter directly since the current implementations of most smart meters are not compatible
with HAN communication technologies, they can only communicate with the utility Field Area Network (FAN). This
study shows that appliance coordination can reduce consumer bills [4].
Residential energy management has been a part of the smart home technologies which date back to 90s. Several
related projects are the neural network house, the MAV Home project Microsoft
EasyLiving
project
and
UMASS IHome. These projects generally focus on inhabitant comfort, safety and elderly care. On the energy
management side, some involve adjusting the lights according to the time of the day, the intensity of daylight and
inhabitant preferences. However, smart grid provides new
opportunities for more advanced residential energy
management tools. Residential energy management has been neglected in the exiting power grid due to scalability
concerns. However, in the smart grid, ICT technologies enable energy management for each individual residential unit.
Utilities may remotely apply energy management in order to intentionally reduce peak load. This is generally
meaningful when the grid faces a risk of failure but even though there is no failure risk, reducing the peak load
is important because it results in less emissions and less expenses. For this reason, consumers may willingly reduce their
peak consumption by the use of energy management scheme [5].
III. IMPLEMENTATION
Description
An HEM (Home Energy Management) system which has ARM 7 as its major component is designed. ARM 7 is
connected with electrical devices, current and voltage transformers and relay and relay drivers. Here the parameters such
as voltage and current that are consumed by the electrical devices are measured and displayed on the LCD display. We
have to first find out the power consumption of all the electrical devices in the house and then on adding all we will get
the total power consumption. So now as we have got the total power consumption we can distribute the available that is
the mains supply among the devices according to their needs. Also if at some part of the day if a particular device is not
required then the supply of that device can be transferred to other device which requires more supply.
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Block diagram

Fig.1 Block Diagram of the proposed system
Control section

Fig. 2 Control section of the proposed system
The Design of HEM
In this demonstration, we assume that a utility’s DR event signal sent to a home comprises the demand limit
amount (kW) and the duration of a DR event (hours). The demand limit specifies the maximum electric power
consumption that is allowed by a house for the entire DR event duration. The embedded HEM algorithm considers that
controllable loads in a house are of four types: water heater (WH), air conditioner (AC), clothes dryer and electric vehicle
(EV) [5].
Step 1: The HEM load management algorithm starts by gathering system information:
1) The demand limit in kW and its duration.
2) Appliance power consumption in kW.
3) Room, ambient and hot water temperatures in F.
4) Load priorities and customer preference settings.
Step 2: The HEM algorithm then checks for both demand limit and comfort level violations. For the demand limit
violation, the HEM algorithm checks if the total household consumption exceeds the specified demand limit level. For
the comfort level violations, for example the HEM algorithm checks:
1) For WH, if the hot water temperature falls outside the preset threshold.
2) For AC, if the room temperature falls outside the preset threshold.
3) For a clothes dryer, if the clothes dryer can finish its job before the specified completion time.
4) For EV, if the EV can be fully charged before the specified charging completion time.
Step 3: If there is any comfort level violation, the HEM unit decides on the status of each appliance based on the
requested demand limit level. With the demand limit violation, the HEM unit sends command signal(s) to turn OFF
selected appliances according to their priority, as necessary. With any comfort level violations, selected appliances will
be turned ON in order to keep their comfort levels within their pre-specified ranges. In this case, the HEM unit will go
through a decision-making process to ensure that the total household power consumption- with additional appliances
turning ON—will not exceed the demand limit.
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IV. RESULTS
An HEM (Home Energy Management) system which has ARM 7 as its major component is designed. ARM 7 is
connected with electrical devices, current and voltage transformers and relay and relay drivers. Here the parameters such
as voltage and current that are consumed by the electrical devices are measured and displayed on the LCD display. We
have to first find out the power consumption of all the electrical devices in the house and then on adding all we will get
the total power consumption. So now as we have got the total power consumption we can distribute the available that is
the mains supply among the devices according to their needs. Also if at some part of the day if a particular device is not
required then the supply of that device can be transferred to other device which requires more supply.
The power ratings, together with the electrical measurement data, of all four loads used in the experiment are
summarized in Table I. The power consumption of the hair dryer is lower than its rating because the low heat setting is
used in the experiment.
Table I Electrical power ratings and measurements of the actual loads

The house parameters are presented in Table II, including the total house size in ft; areas of wall, ceiling, and window
of the house in ft and ; the heat resistance of the wall, ceiling and window in ft and; and number of people living in the
house.
Table II House parameter assumptions

Controllable loads in this house are a water heater, an AC unit, a clothes dryer, and an electric vehicle. In our
laboratory set up, we represent a clothes dryer by a hair dryer; use a real AC unit; represent a WH by an electric
baseboard heater; and represent an electric vehicle by another electric baseboard heater. See Table III for the load size
comparison. To demonstrate the household DR action using the proposed HEM system, HEM’s load controllers measure
the electrical data (V, I, W, VA, PF) of the hair dryer, the AC, and two electric baseboard heaters in real time. Then, the
scale factors as shown in Table III are used to scale up these measurements so that they represent the electrical
consumption of four controllable loads in the hypothetical house. The HEM then determines the total household
consumption (kW) by adding these scaled-up measurements, together with the assumed critical load data from the reload
database. Also, we assume that: a) the AC cooling capacity is 34 000 BTU; b) the WH tank size is 80 gallons; c) the
clothes dryer needs 60 min to complete its clothes drying job; and d) the EV needs 90 min to fully charge its battery.
Table III Load size assumptions vs. Actual loads used in the demonstration and scale factors
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The load priority assumptions are that the water heater has higher priority than AC; the AC has higher priority
than the clothes dryer; and the clothes dryer has higher priority than electric vehicle. See Table IV, the comfort level
setting assumptions are as follows: the hot water temperature should be between 110–120 F; and the room temp should
be between 74–78 F. For the clothes dryer, the heating coils’ minimum ON time limit is specified at 30 min; the heating
coil OFF time limit is set at 30 min to prevent excessive heat loss; and it must finish its drying job by midnight.
For the electric vehicle, the minimum electric vehicle charging time of 30 min is specified before the electric vehicle
charging status can be on hold; and it must be fully charged by 08:00 in the morning. These preference settings are
allowed to be violated if operation of any appliance of higher priority is required to maintain a specific preference set.
Table IV Load priority and preference settings

V. CONCLUSION
Thus we have designed an HEM system; also we have observed the performance of each load when being
controlled by the HEM unit. HEM unit has recorded electrical measurements of different loads and has also achieved
power distribution according to device requirement.
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